Introduction
Line following robots are applied in numerous application because they use very simple navigation system. Optical or magnetic sensors are used for the estimation of intentionally created track. Machine vision system could be very simple and the simplest uses two pixels, so difference of signal from them could be applied directly for the robot control. More advances sensors are used typically and forward looking cameras give the best performance, because the line is not examined under the robot only, but the estimation is related to the line shape in a front of the robot.
Line following robots are robust if the quality of line is high. Mobile robot body could be used as a shield for the surrounding lights and apply own illumination system, that is used in simplest cases. Forward looking camera needs advanced image processing algorithms and optical techniques for the suppression of variable condition of line surface illumination. Intentionally created lines could be controlled and corrected by humans, so the quality of them could be high. There are some applications areas where it is impossible and the line is not directly observed. Such lines are contaminated by numerous factors so SN R (Signal-to-Noise Ratio) is low. Extremely cases occur for SN R < 1 so line is hidden in the noise floor.
Related works
The first line following robots is the Stanford Cart [13] that uses forward looking camera. There are numerous applications, where the line is well established. Line following robots are applied in automated factories for components delivery [4] . Another application is the line departure warning systems [16] . Lines could be observed as the edge between two different surfaces due to light-6 G. Matczak, P. Mazurek ness, color or texture variations, that occurs in harvesting [12, 1] and runway cleaning tasks. Line following robots are used in education and entertainment [2] , and a lot of simple algorithms are proposed. The tracking of the power lines is also challenging task for UAVs [3] . Additional trajectory filtering may improve results in the spatial domain [5] .
One of the most important contribution for the line following robots is the application of Track-Before-Detect algorithms, that could be applied even for the SN R < 1 cases [15, 7, 8] . The computation cost is not important for available processing devices, nowadays. Viterbi algorithm [17] is applied in communication system and could be used for the image processing for the line estimation [14] . 
Contribution and Content of the Paper

History Dependent Viterbi Algorithm
Viterbi algorithm is considered in previous publications [9, 10, 11] , so detailed description is omitted in this 
The details about depth parameter are described in [6] .
New approach was adding into local cost V n+1,x n
/depth
value. This can be view as equation 2:
where l is the line between the pixel (n, x + g) and the pixel (n + 1, x), with pixels (y , x ).
Line Model and Monte Carlo Approach
Example results for single tracking case are shown in Next parameter is the dynamic value (Fig. 3 ) and this parameter is responsible for changes of the line direction.
Line visibility is also important and is related to the SNR value (Fig. 4) . Fixed value (brightness) of the line is assumed and the additive Gaussian noise is added to the image (background and line).
Another parameter is the line width, that could be fixed or variable. This parameter is controlled also (Fig. 5 ). Global results with specified range for dynamic line parameters are shown in (Fig. 8) for Viterbi Algorithm, and (Fig. 9) for History Dependent Viterbi Algorithm. 
Discussion
Additive Gaussian noise disturbs the estimation for both algorithms ( Fig. 6 ) but History Dependent Viterbi Algorithm is superior and the mean error is reduced (Fig. 7) also. There are interesting results related to the error depending on dynamic and std. dev. (Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 ) -the main component of the error is std. dev. so both algorithms are nonsensitive to line dynamics.
Randomly selected small line parameters show improvement for History Dependent Viterbi Algorithm (Fig. 12 ) and the possibility of parameters tuning for small datasets ( Fig. 10 and Fig. 11 ). 
